
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Introducing iFly EFB 12.2: Elevating Safety and Collaboration with New Features

McKinney, Texas, August 5, 2023. Adventure Pilot, a leading innovator in electronic flight bag
solutions, is excited to announce the release of iFly EFB 12.2, an update that brings new
cutting-edge features to the aviation community, including the highly anticipated integration with
Avidyne's advanced flight displays.

In this latest update, iFly EFB has seamlessly integrated with Avidyne's advanced Integrated
Flight Display (IFD) systems, fostering enhanced collaboration and efficiency for flight planning.
Now, pilots can easily share flight plans to and from Avidyne systems directly from their iFly EFB
app, streamlining the flight preparation process and ensuring data consistency between avionics
systems. In addition, WAAS GPS, ADS-B, and AHRS data will stream from the Avidyne system,
automatically and seamlessly enhancing the situational awareness and capabilities of the iFly
EFB app.

"iFly EFB 12.2 represents a significant milestone for iFly as we continue to prioritize safety and
innovation in the aviation industry," said Juanita Boyd, VP of Operations for Adventure Pilot.
“This partnership between iFly and Avidyne is a testament to our commitment to delivering
exceptional user experiences and a step forward in fostering greater harmony between avionics
systems.”

“The ability to integrate with another fantastic EFB solution like iFly EFB enhances the freedom
of choice that our Avidyne Pilots are used to,” said Mike Salmon, Technical Marketing Manager
at Avidyne. “We are very happy to work closely with the Adventure Pilot team to provide an
exceptional flying experience for a broader range of customers.”

About Adventure Pilot:

Adventure Pilot is a leading provider of electronic flight bag solutions, offering pilots innovative
tools to enhance situational awareness, streamline flight planning, and ensure a safe and
efficient flight experience. Adventure Pilot’s commitment to excellence and dedication to
customer satisfaction have made it a trusted name among aviators worldwide.

About Avidyne Corporation:

Avidyne’s continuing leadership in innovation and product design makes flying safer, more
accessible and more enjoyable for pilots and their passengers. The company offers a full line of
avionics systems for corporate, military, and owner-flown piston- and turbine-powered fixed-wing
and rotor-wing aircraft. Headquartered in Melbourne, FL, the company has additional facilities in
Westerville, OH, and Concord, MA.



iFly EFB 12.2 is now available for download on the App Store and the Google Play Store. For
more information, please visit www.iFlyEFB.com.

For more information on Avidyne, please visit www.avidyne.com.
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